
China good quality tempered table top glass manufacturer

What is kind of tempered glass for table top:

Tempered glass is a type of safety glass regularly used in applications in which standard glass could pose
a potential danger. Tempered glass is four to five times stronger than float glass and does not break into
sharp large pieces when it breaks. Tempered glass is manufactured through a process of extreme heating
and rapid cooling, making it harder than normal glass.

Jimy Glass Company offer a wide selection of glass tops in various shapes, thicknesses, edge work and
sizes,includes an extensive array of many other shapes for glass tops including rectangle, round, square,
and even boat shaped.

JIMY GLASS supply many different types glass for table tops, like:

• Clear tempered glass table tops
• Color tempered glass table tops
• Color painted glass table tops
• Screen printing glass table tops
• Decorative pattern glass table tops
• Acid etched tempered glass countertops
• Ice cracked decorative glass countertops
• Other customized table top glass

Tempered glass table top features:

Finest quality tempered glass
Edges and corners expertly polished
Expertly packed to ensure safe arrival
Glass is individually cartoned with styrofoam protection

The table top glass edge working 

Custom cut table top glass in variety of shapes and sizes,with finished edges:

*Flat polished: for a minimalist look,the glass tabletop edge have been polished to a smooth shiny finish. 
*Beveled polished: fancy angle looks nice and sophisticated.The edges of the table are cut and polished at
an angle with a specific bevel width.
*Pencil polished: with circle or oval shapes,looks like a lead pencil with its rounded,polished edge 
*Ogee polished: a gentle ”S” shape that delights your eyes. 

http://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/China-supplier-10mm-clear-tempered-glass-for-furniture-safety-toughened-glass-manufacturer.html#.WC7ahuyepCw
http://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Low-price-China-factory-4mm-euro-grey-tinted-float-glass-for-window.html#.WC7a4eyepCw
http://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/High-Quality-4mm-Clear-Diamond-Patterned-Glass-Supplier-In-China.html#.WC7awuyepCw


Our valuable service: 

1. OEM designs 
2. quality gurantee 
3. free samples available 
4. free advisory service before order 
5. timely delivery, urgency service available 

What shapes of tempered glass table tops do we produce?

- round glass tops
- oval glass tops
- square glass tops
- rectangle glass tops
- special shaped glass table tops

Tempered glass round shape table top

This round glass top is perfect to use to create a sophisticated decorative glass accent table, coffee table
or contemporary dining table. Also, this clear glass top is perfect as a table protector.Glass top tables are
extremely popular since they can easily work with a variety of home decoration and compliment the style
of a space. This is a perfect addition to your dining room, living room or den. These beautiful glass tops are
available in many sizes, thicknesses and edge work. 



Tempered glass square shape table top

Square glass top create a beautiful glass end table, decorative glass accent table or plant stand. Glass top
tables are popular since they can easily fit in with a wide variety of home décor and style of a room. The
touch corners means that the corners are not sharp and pointed, but more rounded and smooth for a safe
and clean look

Tempered glass rectangle shape table top

This rectangle glass top is perfect for those small pieces of furniture that are hard to fit. It is also good as a
replacement glass or to give any small corner table, a new look and feel. This clear glass rectangle top is
good for protecting table tops while still being stylish. Glass top tables have a variety of uses in the home
so it is one of the more popular items used for home decorating today. It will give any space no matter
how small a new style while complimenting the original piece.



Tempered glass racetrack oval shape table top 

The racetrack oval glass tops give your current dinning table a new look and feel. They also work well as a
table top protector for your wood table top. The beveled edge gives it a polished look to complete your
dining set.The glass table edge is carefully polished for a stunning look 



Tempered glass E-oval shape table top 

The E-Oval glass tops work well as your kitchen or dining room, where they can make an impressive yet
elegant statement. Consider the E-OVal glass top as a table top protector for your current wood table top.
The beveled edge gives it a polished look to complete your dining set.



Tempered glass boat shape glass top 

This nautically inspired clear glass table top is made from the finest quality furniture glass that has been
tempered for added durability.The glass table edge is carefully polished for a stunning look.Perfect for use
as a conference room or meeting table, you can comfortably seat 6 to 8 people around the boat shape top.




